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BOWING:
WHY
AND HOW?

How can learning to bow
benefit your horse? Anna
Bonnage explains why it isn’t
just a trick.

A

Veterinary Physiotherapist arrived
at my yard to treat my youngster,
Moon. During the treatment I
explained that she should be aware that
I had taught Moon to bow on her right
fore. Moon was only four, and the last
time I’d asked her to go down on one
knee was during a demonstration we
were giving twelve months previously.
She’d only bowed during practice about
ten times in total prior to that event,
but she is confident enough to rock her
weight back and get ready to go down
when I draw her right knee back with my
hand.
“Why would you teach a horse such a
thing?” the Physiotherapist asked, with a
slight frown on her face. “We should be
bowing to them!”
“I completely agree with you,” I
responded. “Let me explain.”
What a great question I thought, and
how lovely to hear her standing up for
horses. Her response highlighted to me
the feelings which bowing or laying a
horse down conjures up in us. Some
think it is no more than a circus trick,
others think it’s cute. Some like the proud
moment of showing this trick to their
friends, and others angrily question what
right we have to take their flight instinct
away from them.
I do not teach horses to bow for any of
those reasons. I’d like to share with you
how to approach teaching a horse to
bow in a way that becomes a benefit to
them rather than to us, not a party trick
or something the horse dreads.
Harry Whitney was the person who
introduced me to bowing and teaching
a horse to lie down. I remember sitting
around the round pen in the desert heat,
the plastic chair shifting in the sand as
I leant forwards to focus on how Harry
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was helping Gus the mule to bow with
such ease. If you’re already the fortunate
owner of a mule, you’ll know that even
the slightest use of force in teaching
them to do something for you is futile
and will be held against you for the many
years to come; engraved in their memory
like stone. With all equines, it’s far better
to start the conversation: “Is there any
chance you could think about...?”
Reward the slightest try, I heard Harry
repeat; give them time to think about it,
what’s the hurry? Sixteen years ago at the
age of twenty-three, I didn’t understand.
What tries, I thought? I didn’t see them. I
knew I needed to observe more closely it wasn’t magic, it was happening in front
of my eyes; Gus was giving more effort to
bowing while Harry hardly did anything,
and Gus’s face was looking bright
and cheerful, his big ears contentedly
attentive. Harry said, “A perceived trick
is no different to anything else you ask
a horse to do on a daily basis. I wish
people could get as excited and praise
their horse over the things that a horse
is expected to do, in the same way they
do when their horse attempts a so-called
trick.”
The Good Principle Of Bowing
It is at the moment an equine gives us
the slightest rock back, showing signs of
preparing to bow and relaxing necessary
muscles, that we need to reward them.
By resting in these moments we can
nurture the peaceful feeling between
us and them. If the thing we are asking
them to do involves tension and stress,
why would they want to try it again? It’s
all in the timing. Note that I used the
word preparing - it’s our responsibility to
observe how an animal prepares for any
movement we are requesting of them.
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Following this principle will help them
to let go of tension and resistance, both
physical and emotional. If you observe
carefully, you’ll see a change in their body
language - a relaxation of their jaw by
licking and chewing while they prepare
to bow. Their tail will feel more relaxed
straight afterwards, the head will hang
lower and the skin on their body will
be looser, while their facial expressions
become brighter.
When we reward their slightest try we
don’t need to use treats to tempt them
to go down. Giving treats can stress an

“If we could approach
teaching Lucy something
new in a way that felt good
to her, without force, I knew it
would affect how Lucy felt for
the better in every other area
of her life with people.”
animal as they become so desperate
to get the treat their body tightens up.
Some people treat between a horse’s
front legs to lure them down; it’s possible
for them to strain by overflexing and
I’ve also seen front legs start to buckle
at the knee and fetlock joint, while the
quarters aren’t sufficiently back, adding
to the discomfort. Rather like me trying
the downward dog movement in yoga,
without an instructor there to show
me where to relax and how to position
myself to reduce any unnecessary strain
on my body, it looks bad and feels awful.
Rewarding the slightest try helps a horse
to understand, and you give them space
to find a comfortable position rather than

tensing up in a hurry to get to the treat
and get up again quickly. I’m not against
using treats - in the example of Gus the
mule, Harry gave him a treat sometimes
after he came forward out of the bowing
position.
Case Study: Lucy
There are a few ways to teach a horse
to bow and I’d like to talk you through
how we helped Lucy the Highland cross
in the photos. Mariann Johnson, my
assistant, had owned Lucy for four years.
She was lightly backed as a riding horse
when Mariann bought her but she had
been troubled by these experiences.
A lot of what Mariann asked her to do
was frequently met with an aggressive,
resistant response from Lucy. Even
though they were enjoying fun rides,
jump schooling and other activities,
Mariann still wanted to help Lucy let go
of her need to defend herself further. It
occurred to me that asking Lucy to lie
down on cue was something that would
be new to her and teaching Mariann
and Lucy to bow was a good step in the
direction of lying down one day. If we
could approach teaching Lucy something
new in a way that felt good to her,
without force, I knew it would affect how
Lucy felt for the better in every other
area of her life with people. I say ‘with
people’ because Lucy’s troubles weren’t
personal to Mariann, her problem was
with humans in general.
Mariann started with the lead rope
laying over Lucy’s neck as they stood
in the sand school. With no other tack
on Lucy, Mariann chose which side she
wanted to teach the bow and stood side
on to her shoulder but facing her head,
intentionally the wrong way around for
picking out a hoof. She repeated the
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Practicalities Of Bowing
If you want to teach your horse
to bow, choose a soft non-slippery
surface and stand at least four metres
away from the fence. Some horses feel
concerned about possibly touching
the fence with their hind quarters
even if they’re two metres away from
it. Just a normal halter is perfectly
good and you can lay the rope across
their mane. A schooling stick may
come in handy but it isn’t necessary.
word bow and gently yet rhythmically
tapped the back of her fetlock with
the end of the stick. Lucy sometimes
completely ignored this request to pick
her foot up so we abandoned the stick
idea; a far better way of getting Lucy’s
attention was for Mariann to tickle her
fetlock by lightly pulling a few hairs in her
feathers. Once she picked her foot up of
her own accord, I asked Mariann to step
up beside Lucy’s head and stroke her as a
reward. When Lucy was picking her own
foot up responsively, Mariann placed one
hand on Lucy’s knee and, with the other
holding her foot at a right angle, she
applied a steady, gentle, backward feel.
When Lucy started to rock her weight
back and step her hind feet backwards
in preparation, Mariann would walk
forwards again to reward and praise her.
Each time Lucy went lower and lower
until her knee touched the floor. As seen
in the photos, the aim was that we could
one day stand at Lucy’s side, point at
Lucy’s foot and, as she lifted it herself,
we’d step back guiding Lucy with our
body language to come down onto one
knee. When we stepped forwards Lucy
knew to stand up again.
It’s important to note that every time
we worked on asking her to bow, we
would stop after a small but good try
which usually came after only a few
asks and finish there for the session.
Each bowing lesson for Lucy lasted a
maximum of five minutes. If she picked
her foot up and rocked back an inch
we would rejoice and finish, keeping
her keen to try again next time. There
were times when Lucy pulled her leg
away and resisted but we would persist
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“A perceived trick is no different to anything else
you ask a horse to do on a daily basis. I wish people
could get as excited and praise their horse over the
things that a horse is expected to do, in the same
way they do when their horse attempts a so-called
trick.”

until she offered a small change and
then thank her. Mariann learnt more
about rewarding the slightest tries and
Lucy learnt that relaxing and following
Mariann’s direction felt safe and good to
her. Here are a few words from Mariann
on how this helped other areas of their
life together.
“I thought it was a great idea to teach
Lucy to bow but wasn’t expecting it to
have such a profound effect on how
Lucy would feel in so many other areas
of her life and interactions with me.
It was something new that had never
been asked of her and I was delighted
with how happily she would search for
what I was asking of her, and try with
willingness and without any bad feeling.
Soon her leading, lunging, liberty work,
and even ridden work improved and she
became more willing in all theses areas.
She has really started to let go of the bad
feeling she holds so deeply and we are
further on in our journey to help her feel
better about human interactions.”
Teaching How Not To Bow
It’s also important that a horse knows
when not to bow once they have learnt
it. It wouldn’t be fair on your farrier if
they couldn’t do their job properly. It
shows clarity in you and your equine’s
understanding if they only bow when
asked and you don’t risk them hurting
themselves on a hard floor. Reasons you
wouldn’t teach an animal to bow:
•
This may sound obvious, but don’t
attempt bowing when you’re in
a hurry. It’s best to feel as though
you have hours to spend but then
only take five minutes.

•

•

•

If your equine is elderly or has
physical limitations I would advise
against trying unless your vet and
bodyworkers are confident they
would be capable of it.
If you’ve already taught them,
don’t unintentionally drill the task
- animals don’t need to practice
a trick once they understand it.
Always think quality over quantity
to keep them feeling good.
If your equine has bowed
previously and they give you the
impression that they dread it, I
would choose a different trick like
teaching them to sit - it’ll be far
more interesting for them.

You don’t have to teach your equine
to bow or sit to gain the positive effects
from the good principles laid out above.
Find any small task that they have never
done before - for example, backing out of
their stable - and if you approach it in a
way that helps them to let go of tension,
that will help you and them get along
better in other areas also.

Based in Devon, Anna has experience in
many aspects of horsemanship having
worked on dressage, showjumping and
eventing yards, and has spent the last
fifteen years as a regular working pupil of
Harry Whitney. She is available for one-toone lessons, starting young horses, and
nationwide clinics. For more information,
please see:
www.AnnaBonnage.com
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